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Well another few weeks of this strange time have gone past, and sadly, as far as carriage driving is
concerned, there is no change.
Hopefully with Lockdown easing in some directions, a few of you have managed to have a change
of scenery and are able to see friends and family again, whilst of course, social distancing - very
strange not to be able to greet people as you would normally do, but most of us have now adapted
to the new ‘normal’.
I am writing this from Suﬀolk, as I am one of the lucky ones who has the opportunity of going away
for a bit, so the view from my window is somewhat diﬀerent now, but I have my trusty laptop with
me, so do please keep sending things in.
Not a lot to share this time - over to you!

A MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT:
I had a lovely letter from our President, Ann Sheldrake, this week to share with you.
“ The photo is of me hanging out the washing - in lockdown! - I forgot to take my bike hat oﬀ!!
This is Goldie. I hope one day to give her to Happy Landings Group. She is very laid back and safe
- she needs to be after the last two driving disasters!
She is giving lessons to beginners in the sand school and has won a couple of dressage
competitions and loves indoor eventing. She came from Ireland with no breeding history. 14.1½hh
and very strong. She will do anything for food! We hope to get going eventing at Duchy College this
coming winter - if I can remember the test!
Keep safe and roll on the winter and RDA driving next spring - if not before.
Love
Ann

FANCY A MEET UP?
Jennifer Capon has kindly suggested she would
organise a social distanced gathering of helpers and
drivers if you felt like going along.
The details are as follows:
Time:
Place:

5th August at 11am
Barnes Green Recreation Area, RH13 0PR

This is an outdoor area, with seating, but people
would need to bring their own folding chair and she
is happy to have two groups of six (max allowed).

MISTY AND ROCKY ENJOYING THE
SUNSHINE

There is no toilet and you would need to bring your
own refreshments.
This is a lovely suggestion and a great way to get
people together for a catch up.
If you would like to go along, can you let Jennifer
know. Tel: 07739 463348
Email: jennifercapon@btinternet.com
This is not a Happy Landings event but I am sure
people will be very grateful to Jennifer for
suggesting and organising this.
If there is interest, she would be prepared to do
others in the future.
Have fun all!

MEMORIES:
Amanda Hardy sent me this photo of her being
presented to HRH The Princess Royal.

New addition to Sally Houghton’s
household. This is Louis who was four
weeks old when this was taken. He is a red
sable roan English Show Cocker - and quite
adorable.
Talking of memories, just to remind you of
what we would normally be doing on
Wednesday!
Happy Days !

